
Lyngsoe Systems integrates what3words into
its postal image capturing system
Danish postal solutions provider Lyngsoe Systems and what3words have developed a new

solution that can scan 3 word addresses. The solution has been integrated into Lyngsoe

Systems’ Manual Image Capturing Stations (MICS), and is being demoed at Geneva’s PostExpo

(26-28 September).

what3words is an innovative global addressing system that has divided the world into 57 trillion

3m x 3m squares, each with a unique address made of 3 dictionary words. The 3 word address

///index.home.raft for example, will take you to the front door to what3words’ office in London.

3 word addresses follow a consistent ///word.word.word format and are optimised for Optical

Character Recognition (OCR) scanning.



‘The impact of 3 word addresses on last mile deliveries is clear, and we believe they can increase

efficiency in other, less visible parts of the process, like mail-sorting’ said Chris Sheldrick, CEO

and co-founder of what3words. ‘Manually sorting mail is expensive and resource-intensive for

postal services. With what3words and Lyngsoe, this process can be optimised in order to save

time and money, meet customers’ delivery expectations, and improve the quality of their

service.’

With eight national postal services already having adopted what3words, 3 word addresses are

fast becoming an addressing standard. Global logistics giant Aramex has also integrated

what3words to provide better customer service and improve deliveries to poorly addressed

areas. In a recent test pitting 3 word addresses against regular street addresses, London-based

on-demand courier service Quiqup found that using 3 word addresses reduced overall delivery

time by an incredible 30%.

Cross-border e-commerce has led to an increase of poorly addressed parcels that have to be

processed by postal services. 3 word addresses provide a standardised addressing format for

every country in the world, removing the risk of error and allowing postal services, and entire

countries, to take full advantage of the e-commerce boom.







ABOUT WHAT3WORDS

what3words is a global grid of 3m x 3m squares where each square has been pre-allocated a fixed and unique 3
word address.

75% of the world suffers from inconsistent, complicated or inadequate addressing systems.

This means that around 4 billion people are invisible; unable to report crime; unable to get deliveries or receive
aid; and unable to exercise many of their rights as citizens because they simply have no way to communicate
where they live.

It means that in remote locations water facilities can’t be found, monitored and fixed; and schools, refugee camps
and informal settlements remain unaddressed. Even in countries with advanced systems, people get lost,
packages aren’t delivered and businesses aren’t found.

Poor addressing is costly & annoying in developed countries, but limits growth and threatens lives in developing
ones.

Lyngsoe Systems’ MICS camera can now scan 3 word addresses printed on envelopes or parcels

and assign them to the correct bin. The sorting bins are predefined by each postal operator,

allowing for a completely tailored solution. The system is very cost efficient: it is quick to

implement, simple, flexible, intuitive, requires limited training of staff, and can capture and sort

3 word addresses.

ENDS

About Lyngsoe Systems

Lyngsoe Systems has been a world leader in the field of cutting edge electronic logistics control

for over 40 years and are leading within radio frequency identification (RFID) technology. They

are renowned for innovation, out-of-the-box thinking and the ability to put ideas into practice.

With a proven track record of more than 3,700 installations in 56 countries, the Lyngsoe

Systems team can demonstrate extensive experience in customer process knowledge, solution

design, software development, integration, service and maintenance. In addition, they offer

complete project management and consultancy services in any local, regional or even global

setting.



Our API is being integrated into businesses, apps & services. It works across all platforms and devices, in
multiple languages, offline and with voice recognition.

what3words means everyone and everywhere now has an address.
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